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with a temperature more than about one degree higher than New York
in July. The coolest, on the other hand, is never hotter than the July
temperature of Eastport at the eastern end of the Maine coast. The
winter temperature is like that of the Atlantic Coast from Charleston, S. C.,
as far south as Tampa, or the Pacific Coast from San Francisco southward.
A visit to the high part of Mexico is pleasant at any time of the year, but
especially in summer when the rains make the land green. The winter
is dry and dusty. The Mexicans themselves consider that Guadalajara
and especially Jalapa have unusually pleasant climates. A Mexican proverb
says that the Jalapa women (Jalapenas) are the charmers (halaguenas),
the reason being that they have good health and rosy cheeks.
The railway map (A566) illustrates the ruggedness of Mexico, as well
as the relatively low productivity and the low volume of trade. Four
lines enter the country from the United States, but no line keeps close
to the hot humid coast. The eastern line heads for Tampico on the east
coast because Americans were formerly much interested in the oil there.
The other three all head for Mexico -City and the neighboring cities such
as Guadalajara and Puebla. Many of their little branches have been built
by Americans or other foreigners to reach some of the many silver and
other mines for which Mexico, especially the northern plateau, is famous.
Only around Mexico City, however, is there even a hint of a genuine
railway net such as covers the whole of the states bordering Lakes
Michigan and Superior. The scarcity of railroads in the south of Mexico,
in Lower California, and in a vast area northwest of the main southern
plateau is conspicuous. Extreme dryness in the north, the steepness of
the mountain slopes in the center, and the abundance of dense tropical
forests in the south and in the lowlands are reasons for this. The little
star of railroads around Merida at the northern end of Yucatan is interest-
ing. That peninsula has a lowland topography not greatly different from
that of Minnesota except for innumerable caves and hollows due to the
dissolving of the limestone by running water. At its northern end there
is both a wet season and a dry season, so that agriculture is possible, and
the henequen plant grows well. Therefore railroads have been built
to bring this fiber to Merida. Farther south the dry season becomes so
short and the forest so huge that agriculture is very difficult and there are
practically no inhabitants aside from a few wandering savages. Similar
conditions are found in British Honduras.
Taken as a whole Mexico furnishes an admirable example of four
kinds of handicaps which beset many countries in low latitudes: (1) the
dry, hot deserts of the northwest including Lower California; (2) the
steep slopes both on the escarpments up which one must go to reach the
plateau, and on the many mountains that rise above the plateau; (3) the

